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REVIVE & RESTORE MANICURE
This restorative manicure is perfect for nails in recovery from gel polish 

and acrylic applications. Allow our talented Nail Technicians to perform an 
ultra-hydrating treatment to your nails that will assist in healthy nail growth 
and strength. Polish application is not performed during this manicure. A 

complimentary gift is provided at the end of this service to assist with keeping 
your nails healthy. 

45-Minutes | $55

CITRUS DRENCH FACIAL
Even out, lighten and brighten many types of skin discoloration including 
age spots, sun damage, acne scars and pregnancy mask. This brightening 
treatment will help to address pigmentation concerns without the use of 

harsh chemicals. 

50-Minutes  | $165

CITRUS DRENCH BODY WRAP
This citrus infused wrap revitalizes, firms, and energizes your skin. Highly 
concentrated vitamin C emulsions will protect the skin from dryness and 

premature aging. 

50-Minutes | $165



SUN RECOVERY TREATMENT
This hydrating massage incorporates peppermint oil to soothe skin that has 
been exposed to the sun. After your relaxing massage, you will be treated 

to our Diamond Decadence scalp treatment. This hydrating treatment 
will restore hair that has been over exposed to chlorine and sunlight by 

nourishing it with antioxidants and nutrients.  

Includes exclusive Natura Bisse’ gift.

80-Minutes | $205

SUMMER RETREAT
Allow your mind and body to escape on a summer retreat with the Spa by 

JW. Your getaway begins with our coconut body scrub that nourishes the skin 
and brings the scents of the beach right to your treatment. Next, you will 

enjoy our Personal Retreat customized massage specifically for your body’s 
needs. Conclude your escape with our ultimate hydration pedicure where 
the scents of citrus awaken your senses. A complimentary gift and glass of 

champagne are provided with this package. 

Includes a complimentary lunch & an exclusive gift.

3-Hour Spa Escape | $395
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